Peace is written in every heart
I am White Eagle.
I bid you say this to my people.
No war is worth the energy you expend on it for it is the opposite of where you need to be.
Love is the only answer. It is the only bridge that spans the great divide from one human
being to another, from God to man and man to God.
Human arrogance plays a part in the desire for war or intervention in wars already begun.
How little you ken, how little you understand the true mechanism for peace which lies not in
defeat of the enemy but in salving the wounds that come of age-old hurts and struggles,
falsely perceived insults – all seemingly create an excuse for war yet in reality there is no
excuse.
There is no way out of the hell of war once begun. It is a long, cold road back toward any
peace.
Yet peace is written in every heart and there is it found, not on the battlefield but in the
surging hope of the human heart. There is the longing for peace and the key to peace. For
there is no peace but that which comes with self-knowledge, with true contact with the
reality that lies within and beyond. And the human heart is the doorway to that peace. It
holds the longing that eventually turns the key and unlocks the door that leads to true
peace, inner peace, the peace from which all else – all harmony, all love, all peace radiates.
Look within – there is the peace you seek – and that is the peace that stops all wars, that
makes all war rise to insignificance, that dissolves it in a sea of Love.
War is not the answer. The only bridge out of war lies within the human heart. No one can
construct that bridge because it is already there. It is a matter of unlocking the gate within.
Peace swells the human heart once the key is turned and leaps forth in joy, laughter, and
great-heartedness and eternal love.
Why seek war when these are your gifts? The gift of every human heart. The gift that
heals, the gift that lifts up your souls into the heart of God. There is no greater peace – no
greater love abounds. This alone serves.
How do you make peace? Peace is not made. You become peace when you lift up your eyes
and connect with the ever-loving Being of Peace that connects you with God. Unity in
peace. The supreme unity, the supreme union, surpasses all else.
What need for war when man is peace? Now, be peace and make that peace shine before
all concerned and they, too, shall know to look for peace within the cabinet of their hearts.
Peace is a bridge to understanding. Walk across the bridge. You will be rewarded for there
is nothing to compare with God’s peace. No more wars. No more wars. Only peace. Let
there be peace.
I am White Eagle. This is my message. So be it.
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